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Speaker 1:

Hey, everybody. Welcome to the 30 doubling challenge. 2022. We've got an

update to last year's game. We've actually gami�ed this to another level and

we will keep doing so. But what we want is your feedback. And what we're

offering is to let you earn many, many tokens

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=0
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up to 10,000 and actually mower in this game. We have some extra surprises.

So take a look. We will come to a welcome screen.

When you sign in as EXOS dash fourth dot glide app.io. This is the beginning

screen is where you'll add your email address.

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=28
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And once you get past that, this is the screen. You come to, you pick a new

username, you can pick anything you like, tasteful, hopefully because the

public will be able to see this upload a pro le picture. It's really important

that we do that just so we know, you're you any creative photograph and

avatar anything we'll do, but we wanted to just make it fun for you over here,

you see the users.

Speaker 1:

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=37
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Basically these will be pro�le pictures right now where we're working

through our last minute bugs. And here is basically in the test result. This is

what this person, this user has completed. So this will show you tasks of

where you stand in the case of the XO angel, over a thousand experience

points, the doublings are still fairly low. It's early in the game. This won't move

very often, but the experience points will give you the incentive to keep

going. So these are the tasks that have been completed. You can always �nd

that under users, that's this tab right here on the bottom of your screen on

challenges. This will give you the full list of all the different things that you

can be doing to earn tokens and earn doublings. each of these is meant to

be engaging. So you're engaging with the community.

You're utilizing tokens. You're explaining why do you use tokens

What is this all about and why And what you'll be able to do is see exactly

where you stand in the process last year, where it was a big challenge with

people not knowing where they were. And so this will give you the update

on that. So as an example, one of the challenges is to sponsor others to

participate. So if you sponsor someone to take a workshop or a training, you

can complete this challenge by showing a screenshot of the acceptance of

your offer for tokens. And the use case study submit

Speaker 1: 

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
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a 92nd video talking about what's a use case that you've used with using

tokens in your community and what solution did it solve, or what problem

did it solve, et cetera

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=154
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=163
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What you'll see is that every single one of these challenges is something

that's doable by members of the community.

It is also something that we're going to add to as we go. So every

couple of days there will be new challenges that you can make. So what

we're doing is engaging people to come back, continue to visit the program,

can t, continue to visit the a game and participate on a level that intrigued

you. You don't have to do all of these challenges to make the 30 doublings.

The several of these you'll be able to do in multiple ways. And we'll keep

proposing that these come back to the board so that you can do more than

one. As an example, social media posts, uploading a screenshot that you

posted to either to your pro le, or you shared something that we've posted,

or you use these tags and these hashtags, and you can basically achieve the

next level of getting to another

Speaker 1: 

doubling

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=216
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on the leaderboard.

You'll be able to see over on the left, where everybody else stands.

So these are testing in this beginning phase, you're going to be starting to

see yourself as populating over here. In this case, the XO angel has

completed all of these tasks. So this, if this is you, then you'll get to see

exactly what you've done. You know, where you stand, where you need to go

back to and on the leaderboard or on the challenges

Speaker 1: 

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=216
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you'll actually see over here that it's complete under your pro le. So if it's not

complete, then you know, you can still do it. So here's one that says new.

That means I can still submit as XO angel, a hundred, this particular board,

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=242
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=257
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the levels of experience are probably the most compelling in a game. And

this is what will lead your behavior in achieving different levels. So you get to

the novice phase, it's just kind of half of a Grif�n.

That's one experience points up to 99 experience points. This is

how much you're engaging within the community. You'll get to an orange

level. You'll see that around your pro�le picture. You'll see that orange ring. If

you get to purple, you'll see the purple, bronze, silver, et cetera, and all the

way to diamond. This is going to be the hardest one to achieve. And I

challenge any of you to try to get to this level. Hopefully that's helpful. It

helps you get to the second level of this game. We have instructions that

can be found on the website.

Speaker 1: 

Top prizes are paid out to the �rst 100 people to reach 30 doublings. That's

the ultimate goal bonus points will be added. Experience points, lead to

bonus points, lead to added value. And w that's a wait and see. So hopefully

that's intriguing enough to keep you going check on your levels.

Levels are really where it's at. 30 doublings is the base minimum

requirement to achieve the goal of over 10,000 tokens as a payout. And

that's the whole purpose of doing a 30 Dublin challenge leading to the

knowledge
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https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=304
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of how to get to an exponential curve. Really understanding that 30

behaviors can get you to massive transformation, massive growth. And in

that way, it walks you through the possibility to this, to an organizational

level, to a personal level, whatever your day is, you're achieving in life,

whatever your purpose, your goal, your massive transformative purpose is to

get to an exponential scaling ability. It's 30 behaviors, that's it. And this is

what we're demonstrating with this game. Hopefully it's fun for you.

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=341
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And we have some bonuses along the way, help us help us learn. We

absolutely love your feedback and welcome to the 30 doubling challenge.

2022.

https://designrr.s3.amazonaws.com/_/29497427324bf3492944b30fca88b7f900f0ef7b9fe180c9bacbd973ab1e3112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hz4paJLAaM&t=375
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.

Phasellus hendrerit. Pellentesque aliquet nibh nec urna. In

nisi neque, aliquet vel, dapibus id, mattis vel, nisi. Sed

pretium, ligula sollicitudin laoreet viverra, tortor libero

sodales leo, eget blandit nunc tortor eu nibh. Nullam

mollis. Ut justo. Suspendisse potenti.
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